
New Collections



Ambient Collection (Matt)



Ambient Collection (Matt)

INSPIRATION & DESIGN

The Ambient collection offers a new ceramic interpretation of 

cement, a cornerstone of modern and contemporary architecture, 

a mix of engineering strength with expressive essentiality.

Our endless in-dept materials R&D, technical capability and 

craftmanship has led to a new collection that reinterprets its 

original source in a minimalist way, mixing superior performance 

with aesthetic appeal.

The result are surfaces with excellent performance that, seen 

from distance, gives the impression of being solid color with a 

slight ripple while, looking closer, they are distinguished by a 

slight grit perceived by our hand.

A proposal originally designed for the most demanding architects, 

looking for the best of contemporary Italian inspirational design in 

every type of setting and location.



Ambient Collection (Matt)

FEATURES & SIZES

6 colours to capture concrete’s elegant energy in its various 

forms.

7 sizes to exploit all architectural and creative potential.

Grigio Chiaro

Grigio Medio

Beige Scuro

Grigio Scuro

Beige Chiaro

Beige Medio



Lucido Opaco Marble Surface



Lucido Opaco Marble Surface

INSPIRATION & DESIGN

Lucido Opaco is an iridescence (a play of lustrous) modulations 

on surfaces devised by Nexion’s research and development 

team, leveraging on its artisan mastery. The company has 

created the new Glossy-Matt surface, specially designed to 

emphasize the graphics of precious marbles.

The new surface is based on different digital layers which returns 

a glossy and matt finishing according to the different visual 

angle. A visual complexity that translates into the perception of a 

half iridescence on different levels of reflection and enhanced, in 

the presence of grazing light on the surfaces.

(*Lucido means Gloss & Opaco means Matt)

Pulpis Grigio

(Actual Tile – Glossy effect in veins)



Lucido Opaco Marble Surface

FEATURES & SIZES

2 elegant tones of the richness of marble.

5 sizes for an inspired design, suited to the 

most diverse design requirements.



Lucido Opaco Marble Surface

Surface Abrasion Class 4: Floor coverings in areas which are walked on by regular traffic with the some scratching dirt so that the conditions are more severe than class 3 (for 

example entrances, commercial kitchens, hotels, exhibition and sale rooms).

Stain Resistance: classification according to ISO 1054-14:2015

Class – 4 Stain removed by light cleaner, Class-3 Stain removed by strong cleaning Agent containing abrasive with a PH of 9-10 not contain HF and its compound with rotating 

brush having hard bristles, having an 8cm diameter, with 500 rpm approx.

Chemical Resistance: classification according to ISO 10545-13:2016

Class B visible effect seems but not partial or complete loss of original surface.

NEXION QUALITY STANDARDS
ALL TESTS ARE CARRIED OUT BY ITALIAN LABORATORIES ACCREDITED ACCORDING TO ISO/IEC 17025:2017

Standards according to ISO 13006: Annex G - EN 14411: Annex G. Dry - Pressed Ceramic Tiles.

TECHNICAL FEATURES STANDARD METHID ISO UNIT
REQUIREMENTS

ISO 13006:2018(E) Ev ≤0.5%
GROUP BIa

NEXION VALUES 

MOHS HARDNESS OF SURFACE NA - - 7

SURFACE ABRASION UNI EN ISO 10545 - 7 -

0 (100 Cycles)
1 (150 Cycles)
2 (600 Cycles)

3 (1500 Cycles)
4 (6000 Cycles)

5 (> 12000 Cycles)

CLASS 4

SLIP RESISTANCE DCOF/R-Class - - As declared by the Manufacturer 0.55/R-10

STAIN RESISTANCE ISO 10545 - 14 Class Minimum Class 3 CLASS 4

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE ISO 10545 - 13 Class Minimum B Compliant



Spazzolato Marble Surface



Spazzolato Marble Surface

INSPIRATION & DESIGN

Thanks to Nexion ongoing research and development on new 

materials, the company has devised a new brushed finishing 

inspired by the traditional marble sandblasting technique.

The surface is distinguished by a feeling of softness, 

embellished with a delicate hollow and relief engrave graphic 

typical of real marble.

A new visual effect with a tactile consistency also amplified and 

fully enhanced by its grazing light conditions on surfaces.

Statuario

Pulpis Grigio
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Pulpis Grigio

Travertine

Spazzolato Marble Surface

FEATURES & SIZES

4 elegant tones of the richness of marble.

5 sizes for an inspired design, suited to the 

most diverse design requirements.

Statuario

Calacatta



Surface Abrasion Class 4: Floor coverings in areas which are walked on by regular traffic with the some scratching dirt so that the conditions are more severe than class 3 (for 

example entrances, commercial kitchens, hotels, exhibition and sale rooms).

Stain Resistance: classification according to ISO 1054-14:2015

Class – 4 Stain removed by light cleaner, Class-3 Stain removed by strong cleaning Agent containing abrasive with a PH of 9-10 not contain HF and its compound with rotating 

brush having hard bristles, having an 8cm diameter, with 500 rpm approx.

Chemical Resistance: classification according to ISO 10545-13:2016

Class B visible effect seems but not partial or complete loss of original surface.

NEXION QUALITY STANDARDS
ALL TESTS ARE CARRIED OUT BY ITALIAN LABORATORIES ACCREDITED ACCORDING TO ISO/IEC 17025:2017

Standards according to ISO 13006: Annex G - EN 14411: Annex G. Dry - Pressed Ceramic Tiles.

TECHNICAL FEATURES STANDARD METHID ISO UNIT
REQUIREMENTS

ISO 13006:2018(E) Ev ≤0.5%
GROUP BIa

NEXION VALUES 

MOHS HARDNESS OF SURFACE NA - - 7

SURFACE ABRASION UNI EN ISO 10545 - 7 -

0 (100 Cycles)
1 (150 Cycles)
2 (600 Cycles)

3 (1500 Cycles)
4 (6000 Cycles)

5 (> 12000 Cycles)

CLASS 4

SLIP RESISTANCE (DCOF/R-Class) - - As declared by the Manufacturer 0.55/R-10

STAIN RESISTANCE ISO 10545 - 14 Class Minimum Class 3 CLASS 4

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE ISO 10545 - 13 Class Minimum B Compliant

Spazzolato Marble Surface



Texture Collection



Texture Collection
(3 New Design)

INSPIRATION & DESIGN

Texture collection brings back the intense visual and tactile 

experience inherited by the most prestigious and wise marble 

processing methods. Century old practices refined and perfected 

overtime bring further nobility to stones already rich by their very 

nature.

The result is an exceptional 3D textured collection, able to 

attribute a vibrant contemporary design to an element of timeless 

charm as marble. 

Nexion awarded Red Dot Product Design 2020 for the innovative 

3D Texture surface among more than 6500 products worldwide 

and testified as the innovative design and superior quality.



FEATURES & SIZES

3 new varieties of Marble in different elegant and 

suggestive tones.

5 sizes and finishes to exploit all architectural and creative 

potential.Bocciardato

Pettinato

Rigato

Calacatta

Frappuccino

Port Lorent

Texture Collection
(3 New Design)



Leptis Collection
(1 New Design)

INSPIRATION & DESIGN

Leptis collection recalls the exotic taste of unique marbles during 

the splendor of Leptis, the most important African city of the 

Roman Empire, renowned for its lavish architectural treasures.

It interprets the fascinating charm of some of the most precious 

and particular marbles of the ancient Roman Empire with a 

contemporary design ideal for the most ambitious projects. Leptis 

brings the best inspiration of Italian style in every type of space 

and environment.



Michelanglo

FEATURES & SIZES

5 sizes for an inspired design, suited to the 

most diverse design requirements.

Leptis Collection
(1 New Design)

Faces



Travertine Collection
(1 New Design)

INSPIRATION & DESIGN

The Travertine collection conveys the deep flavor of the 

homonymous sedimentary rock, with a very porous consistency, 

used in ancient Rome to enrich monuments and private 

residences. 

The result is a collection that attributes a contemporary 

personality to a stone of great prestige.



Veincut Silver Grey

FEATURES & SIZES

5 sizes for an inspired design, suited to the 

most diverse design requirements.

Travertine Collection
(1 New Design)

Faces



Pompeii Collection
(1 New Design)

INSPIRATION & DESIGN

POMPEII collection conveys the richness of some of these 

precious marbles used since the Roman age to place the 

milestones along the most important ways of communication and 

elevates the status of prestigious patrician villas and mansions.



Emperador Grigio

FEATURES & SIZES

1 new elegant tone of the richness of marble.

5 sizes for an inspired design, suited to the most diverse 

design requirements.

Pompeii Collection
(1 New Design)

Faces



Thank You


